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Abstract. The stability of a magnetic fluid subject to a normal magnetic field at the
second harmonic resonance is investigated. The stability characteristics are examined
on the basis of two coupled dynamical equations that are solved numerically. The
solution reveals that there exists an explosive instability when the applied magnetic
field strength is in the neighbourhood of the bifurcation magnetic field strength Hm .

1. Introduction. The normal field instability in ferrofluid flows has drawn consid-
erable attention in recent years [1-9]. Cowley and Rosensweig [2] have demonstrated
that an instability sets in when the applied magnetic field H is normal to the fluid
interface and is slightly greater than the critical magnetic field Hc. The flat interface
deforms to form a regular hexagonal pattern and the subsequent finite amplitude state
is time independent. In such an instability, H = HQ is a point of bifurcation, and
the system becomes unstable when H > Hc. Gailitis [4] deduced the nature of tran-
sition in the normal field system and provided a global diagram of the surface peak
amplitude against the magnetic field. The stability diagram exhibited hard transition
and hysteresis in an increasing magnetic field. Another hard transition was obtained
when the magnetic field was allowed to decrease. The analysis revealed that the sur-
face of the magnetic field has three possible configurations of stable equilibrium: a
flat surface, an array of hexagonal waves, and an array of square waves.

Using finite element computation, Boudouvis, et al. [7] confirmed the results ob-
tained by Gailitis [4]. The theoretical investigations were in agreement with careful
experimental measurements of free surface profiles. Nonlinear stability and bifurca-
tion analysis predicted accurately experimentally observed first-order excitation with
hysteresis.

With the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction procedure, Trombly and Thomas [5] intro-
duced a change of coordinates that fixed the free boundary in the static ferrofluid
equation. They demonstrated the existence of a nontrivial branch of the equilib-
rium solution that bifurcates from the trivial solution at the critical magnetic field
strength. Silber and Knobloch [8] employed the singularity approach to extend the
work of Trombly and Thomas [5] to study the stability of nontrivial states and the
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possibility of secondary bifurcation. The effect of temporal as well as spatial modula-
tion on such an instability was studied by Malik and Singh [3]. Their analysis reveals
that the evolution of the amplitude of this instability is governed by the nonlinear
Klein-Gordon equation, which yields the solitary and kink solutions as special cases.
Furthermore, Malik and Singh [3] and Kant and Malik [10] pointed out that when
the normalized wavenumber k equals [\(p - 1)]1'2, where p denotes the ratio of
the densities of the two fluids involved, the second- and third-order solutions be-
come singular. The appearance of singularity or the existence of zero divisor is the
manifestation of the second harmonic resonance phenomenon. In such a case, the
fundamental mode and the second harmonic mode travel with the same phase speed.

In this presentation, we shall examine the phenomenon of second harmonic res-
onance for the critical stage of the instability in the neighbourhood of the critical
magnetic field. Our analysis applies to the branch referred to as "abede" in the paper
by Gailitis [4], The effect of second harmonic resonance was not studied by earlier
workers [ 1 ]—[9]. The solution we obtain exhibits explosive instability when the ap-
plied magnetic field strength is in the neighbourhood of the bifurcation magnetic field
strength H . We shall use the method of multiple scales. Such an analysis requires
special scalings [12, 13], which are formulated in Sec. 3. We study the harmonic res-
onance when the frequencies and the wavenumbers of the two interacting waves, i.e.,
the fundamental and the second harmonic modes, satisfy the conditions = 2o>,
and k2 = 2kx .

In Sec. 4, we obtain the dynamical equations governing the amplitudes of the
interacting waves. These nonlinear equations have eight degrees of freedom and,
therefore, seem to be nonintegrable. Instead, we solve the system numerically as an
initial value problem by using fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The integration
reveals that both the modes diverge at finite times, thus leading to the existence of
an explosive instability which is dependent upon the parameters of the problem and
the initial conditions.

2. Basic equations. We consider the normal magnetic field instability of two semi-
infinite, incompressible, inviscid ferrofluids with densities p{ and /?,, respectively.
The gravitational force per unit mass is g(0, 0,-1) whereas the magnetic field
H(0, 0,01) acts normal to the interface. The fluids with magnetic permeabilities px
and p2 occupy the regions 2 < 0 and z > 0, respectively. The flow field is assumed
to be irrotational. The velocity potential (f> (V = Vtf>) and the magnetic potential
yj (H = —Vy/) are given by

vV" = 0 = vV", —oc < z < t](x, t), (1)
vV2) = 0 = V:V2>, tj(x,t)<z< oc, (2)

where rj(x, t) is the elevation of the free surface from the unperturbed level. Since
the motion must vanish away from the interface, we require

|V0(I)|^O, |V(/U|-0 as r-oc (3)
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and
|V0(2)| 0, |Vy/(2)|^0 as z —> +00. (4)

At the free surface z = rj(x, t), the various boundary conditions are given by

(6)

Hl1)=H|2), (7)
and

d(f>(l) d(p{2)
P^-dF-P2-Qr + (Pl-P2)sri-T—2

+ 5((/>1(V0(1))2 - p2(V4>(2))2)}ni + T\))nj = lfnj
(8)

where represents the magnetic stress tensorr,(l)
in

Td) = _SiL
lJ 47r /"Jo

dp.
lk~n^9iH,e

Ull

UdH + fi—. (9)4 n

Here, p = p(H, 6, p), where 6 denotes the temperature and n the outward drawn
normal. The quantities Hn, Ht, stand for the normal and the tangential components
of the magnetic field, respectively, and T is the coefficient of the surface tension. We
assume the magnetic fluids to be linearly magnetizable and the flows to be isothermal.
The superscripts in the various physical quantities refer to media 1 and 2.

3. Formulation of the problem. To describe the resonance interaction between two
marginally unstable modes of small but fine amplitude waves, we employ the method
of multiple scales formulated by Weissman [12] and Murakami [13]. Towards this

2 2 1/2goal, we introduce a small parameter e = {H /Hm — 1) ' . This parameter defines the
departure of the system from the bifurcation value H , which we shall obtain later in
Sec. 4. The difference between the applied magnetic field and its bifurcation value Hm
is assumed to be small. We discuss the stability of the system in the neighbourhood

2 2 2of the neutral curve by letting the bifurcation parameter H be Hm( 1 ± e ).
For significant interaction to occur at such a resonance, we introduce spatial and

temporal scales xn = e"x, tn = e"t. To describe the nonlinear interactions in a
slightly unstable region, we expand the various physical quantities as

3
0(x,z,o = E£"+1^+. + °(£5)' (10)

n=1
3

,-"+1 -

n= 1
y/(x, z, t) = ^V+ y/n+x + 0(e ), (li;

and
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3
M+lr

n=1
tl(x,t)=Y^e"+,1n+\+°(e)' (12)

where 4>n, y/n, t]n are allowed to depend upon the lower scales. The approximate
solution of the system of equations (1)—(9) can be obtained by using Eqs. (10)—(12)
and equating the coefficients of equal powers in e. We obtain the linear as well
as successive higher-order perturbation equations. The hierarchy of equations for
each order can be solved with the knowledge of the solution of the previous order.
Furthermore, it is sufficient to consider only the solutions up to 0(e4) as far as the
lowest significant approximation is concerned.

We introduce the linear operators defined as

_ <92 <92 ,(7), _ dr\ dcj>(j)
1 dx\ dz1' ) dt0 dz ' (13)

,(') ,„(2K _ ,.<9^(l)

dz dz
,(') .J2> (n-l) drj

= (H)

L> = + (15)

tj, yr({)) = px^ P2^f[~ + (P\ - Pi)sn (16)

d2r1 n2{fi - 1) ̂ .cV— 1  ~ H   11 
dx2 4tt dz
UA o

The second-order problem 0{e2) is governed by the equations

L,(0<-") = 0, Lx{^]) = 0 (7 = 1,2) (17)

with the following boundary conditions at z = 0:

L2(ti2,<$)) = 0, L3(^1),^2)) = 0, (18)

L4(^1),^2),^2) = 0, L5(^1),42), r,2, ^l)) = 0. (19)

The third-order problem 0(e3) is given by

(/> d2^

<2|>
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and the boundary conditions at z = 0 as
aO'K drl.

L2(ti3,^>)= -jf, (22)

L3(r<l), r<2)) = o, (23)

ZD ..,(2) fdrjA H I dy2(i)LM ,--a-]. <*>
-P^+P^ + 2T^-^. (25)

For the fourth-order problem <9(e4), we have

L U^) = _2i!C - 2^_ _ d^t (26)
l(04 } dx0dx2 dx.dx, dx] ( 6)

and similar equations for y/{AJ]. The boundary conditions at z = 0 now are

L _2Hl + tl d^_d^drll
L2(v4,cp,)- ^ dti+12 dz2 dXodXo> (27)

/(1) (2). _ „ / aVJ1' e2v?

-^4(^4 ' t^4 > ^4)

= f -1^)1 1 (29)2 \^dx0(9z dxQdz J \dx0J y dxQ dxQ J
(2)'^ H (- ( dy/l - d ^ ' - I ^3 _ d ^3

<9x2 dXj / I <9x2 <9x2 / I 9Xj 9Xj

and

£5(^4'> ^4'

<9</>2'
+ P2-^-Pl^h + P2-L

(30)
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If we neglect the second harmonic resonance, then the linear theory yields the
dispersion relation [1,3]

2 2 2

D{a, k) = + p2) + (/>, - p2)gk + Tk3 - ^2(4^1(]t+ i) = °- (31)

Here <x>, k denote the frequency and the wavenumber of the fundamental mode
only and p = p{/p2. Equation (31) furnishes the critical value of the magnetic field
when

kC
(Pi—p£g_ 1 ^ (32)

T
2 Snp{p+\) 1/2

Hc = —7-—tztUp 1 - • (33)02(//- 1)

The instability sets in when H > Hc. The system bifurcates into a new steady state
for the post critical values of the magnetic field. Cowley and Rosensweig [2] have
experimentally verified the value of the critical magnetic field given by Eq. (33).

It was pointed out by Malik and Singh [3] and Kant and Malik [10] that when
k2 = - p2)g/T], the second-order solutions have a singularity. Physically,
this represents second harmonic internal resonance. The wavenumber k here is
independent of the magnetic field. For ordinary surface capillary-gravity waves, the

1 /2resonant wavenumber is given by k = (gpJ2T) and the perturbation expansions
are no longer uniformly valid for the second-order problem due to nonlinear focusing
(see McGoldrick [14]).

With a view to describe the second harmonic resonance on the marginally neu-
tral curve obtained by Eq. (31), it is required that, in addition to the fundamen-
tal mode Al(xl, x2m, t{, t2), we must take into consideration the harmonic mode
A2(x 1, x2 ; tj , t2), where io2 = 2co[ + 0(e) and k2 = 2/c, + 0(e).

4. Dynamical equations for interacting waves, (a) Solution to second-order prob-
lem. Equations (17)—(19) for the second-order problem admit the solution

2
t]2 = J2Ane\p{idn) + c.c., (34)

n= 1

^2) = (-1);5Z' JLAneXV(i6n + (-iy I/C«Z
n= 1

a —„/.£) 1 / 1 1 j + C.C., j = 1,2, (35)

where

2

^ = Ml + ») ^ A" CXp(/g" + k"Z) + CX"' (36)

2

Vl2) = - ^iV"^ i2An eXP (Wn - KZ) + C-C- » (3?)

*n = knX0-Q>nt0- (38)
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Here, the dispersion relation is obtained as

wl = r^,ip->+KvA+k2J- (39)

where

y2 = )V Pjl
A 47l[l(fl+ \)p2 ' P2 '

The resonant harmonic wavenumber can be derived from the dispersion relation
(39) by letting co2 = 2cot and k2 = 2. We get /c, = [^(/?, - />2)]1/2 =
strength of the magnetic field at the marginally neutral curve, therefore, is

HJkJ = H(2kJ = {(Pi - P2)S + km7)
/ V '/2

2 / 47T//( 1 + /i)

,M2km(P - l)2y
(40)

The system is unstable for H > //m . We show that within the context of the nonlinear
theory, the system bifurcates into a new unstable state. It is to be noted that the choice
of scalings used in this paper implies that the nonlinear coupling due to the second
harmonic resonance is expected to play a predominant role. It is anticipated that the
nonlinear coupling shall play an efficient role in transferring energy from the mean
flow to the system, because for a wave of a given amplitude, the growth rates are
much larger in comparison to any other nonlinear processes.

(b) The third-order solutions. Introducing the solutions from Eqs. (34)-(40) into
Eqs. (20)-(25), we obtain the following relations:

Lx(4>f) = 2(-l)'Ew«|7Lexp[/0M - (-l)Jknz] + c.c., (41)
n = 1 ' 1

L|(^n) = 'Z + ftf £ kn eXPt'^ + K "J + C'C- ■ (42)

L^f]) = ~2(f+^ K ̂  eXPt/gi. ~ M + C-C- (43)

The boundary conditions at z = 0 are

2

E
n= 1 "'I

L2^3 ' = exP(/0) + CX-' (44)

L3(^1),^2)) = 0, (45)

£4(^3" , , 13) = ^ ^ XI ^ exp(/0) + c.c., (46)
" n=l 1

L5(^1),^2),i/3,^1)) = /X
n= I

2Tk'9^f + exp( idn) + c.c. (47)
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Since the homogeneous part of the third-order problem has a nontrivial solution,
which is the same as the first-order problem, the inhomogeneous problem has a so-
lution if and only if the inhomogeneous part is orthogonal to every solution of the
adjoint homogeneous problem. This solvability condition yields

+ + " =0' n = 1,2' (48)

along with the complex conjugate equations. With Eq. (48), the particular solution
of the third-order problem can be written as

/(!) V- 1= Lr
2 ' rdA„ a)„ . OA.

n=l kn
2

n= 1 "

dA„ , , ,dA„

exp i(6n + knz) + c.c., (49)

JL +-JL{1 + Zkj
dt{ kn n dx{ exp i(6n - knz) + c.c., (50)

= _ ,Jf(l-») g i-" + zkj^L exp(,OJ + C.C. (52)

The nonsecularity conditions (48) may also be expressed as

dD(con , kn) 8An 0D(con , kn) dAn
dcon dtx dkn dxx ~ ' n~l>z>

where

»K • K) = + H) + + «-<Pl - p2) - ■ (54)

Since on the marginally neutral curve H = Hm and k = km, we discover from Eqs.
(53) and (54) that dD/dcon = 0 and dD/dkn ^ 0. Thus,

d A
7^ = 0, n = 1,2. (55)
ax,

Equation (55) reveals that the amplitudes An are independent of the faster space
scale x, , but may depend upon x2, tx , and t,.

(c) Fourth-order solutions. We now substitute the second- and third-order so-
lutions into the fourth-order equations (26)-(30). Ignoring nonsecular terms like
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exp(±3/0J and exp(±4idn), which are of no interest, we obtain

~2"nl£L + 'TL(2zk„ + (-l)U))d2A
n= 1

\j

dX2 K " dx\ j

exp[/0„ - (-1) knz] + c.c., (56)

UK - iH(l ~

exp[/0„ - {-lr^z] + c.c., (57)

l2(i4, 4>4]) = -X1^7LexP(/0«) + c-c-' (58)
n = l 2

2 0/1

K=1

(1) (2) _ -2k;H( 1 - H) - 2
£3(v4 , v4 ) = —(TTiuj—^2"4' exp(/0'[/i,/!, exp(/0.) + 2A~ exp(2z'0.)], (59)

• i 2tt2 /1 \2

L4(W[4U, V{42),y4)= ~l l^i+^ [3/^/4, exp(/0,) +2,4, exp(2/fl,)]

(i7if) "^7 «"<"'»»• ,60,

4tt( 1 + /l) fl

•[(3/y+ 1 )/l? exp(2/0,) + exp(/0.)]. (61)

Proceeding as before, the fourth-order solutions are uniformly valid subject to the
conditions:

d2A. ldD/dkik=k OA. ,2 /H2 .

<92/4, '[®^^2k=* OA, ,2 f H2 , 2
~^r + {Pi+l,j -g^ = «=,» I -jji - 1) A + «p(-'n. (63)

m

uJ 1 - u)
° = ~A n I  I \ ' r = On- 26., (64)4nfi(l+fi)(pl+p2) 2 1

T 2kl{n-\)H2
J = —^tt" 7 . (65)1+M
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It is not possible, in general, to solve the dynamical equations (62) and (63). For
simplicity, we neglect the space dependence due to variable x2, and consider the
case of perfect resonance, i.e., T = 0. We normalize all the physical quantities
appearing in Eqs. (62) and (63) with respect to the characteristic length (T/^g)1^2
and time (Tj. The dynamical equations are integrated numerically by using
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. We consider the ferrofluid with density px =

 3  -3
1.863 x 792 kg m and the air with density of 1.24 kg m as an interface. This
is the same system as taken by Cowley and Rosensweig [2] in their experiments on
normal field instability. We have taken the initial conditions Re(^,) = 1 , Im{Ay) =
0.5, Re(^2) = -0.5 , and /m(y42) =-1.5 . The initial speeds of A} and A1 are taken
to be zero. By taking different sets of initial data, a similar behaviour is observed.
The various Figures 1-6 exhibit the plots of the amplitudes \AX\ and \A2\ against
time. The plots 1 to 4 are drawn by taking p = 3.0 and varying A (= (H2/H^ - 1)).

Figures 5 and 6 are plotted by keeping A = 0.2 and varying the ratio of perme-
abilities p. All these curves depict that the amplitudes |^4,| and \A2\ diverge at
finite time, thus leading to an explosive type of instability at the second harmonic
resonance.
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Figure 1. A plot of the fundamental model \A.\ against time fi =
3.0 and A = 0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1
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Figure 2. A plot of the fundamental mode \Al against time for
fi = 3.0 and A = 0, -0.025, -0.05, -0.075, -0.01
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Figure 3. A plot of the second harmonic mode \A2\ against time
for \i = 3.0 and A = 0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1
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Figure 4. A plot of the second harmonic mode \A2\ against time
for n = 3.0 and A = 0, -0.025, -0.05, -0.075. *-0.1
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Figure 5. A plot of the amplitude |.-((| against time lor A = 0.2
and n = 1.5 . 2.5 . 3.5 . 4.0
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Figure 6. A plot of the amplitude 1.4,1 against time for A = 0.2
and n= 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.0

5. Conclusions. For a given value of fi, the threshold time rB at which the
amplitudes |A,| and \A2\ become divergent increases as A goes from positive to
negative values. Therefore, for the supercritical values of H , the explosive instability
appears earlier than that for the subcritical values of H . The amplitude \A2\ diverges
sooner than the fundamental mode amplitude \A{\. Figures 5 and 6 show that as
ft increases, so does the time tB , implying thereby stabilizing influence for the
magnetic fluids of higher permeabilities. The appearance of divergent behaviour
shows that when r = zB , the perturbation procedure described in this paper becomes
invalid. However, in actual practice, the explosive instability will be inhibited by the
dissipating mechanism such as the viscosity of the magnetic fluids.
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